
solenoid the shaft will turn. After one turn the cam 

CHAPTER 3 

ELASTIC BODIES 

Rir,id Body Mechanics Not Sufficient 

Thus far, only conventional, or rigid body me
�hanics has been considered; the type learned daily
Y undergraduates. But it is also the kind that fails 

t� solve real-life problems which occur in dealing
'II.1th many types of intermittent motion mechanisms, 
0� any high-speed mechanism that involves a lot of 
�e�rance, backlash, and/or sudden changes in ve
ocity. To see why rigid body mechanics is not always 
Sllflicient, consider the action of a simple escapement 
�echanism. Figure 3-1 shows a shaft that i s  con
inuously urged to rotate by a stalled electrical
lllotor. A cam on the shaft contacts a block which 
:orma�y prevents rotation of the shaft. When the 
lock 1s momentarily pulled out of the way by a 

Elastic Body Mechanics 

stantly to conform to the fact that the block has 
zero velocity. (Or the block must suddenly acquire 
the velocity of the cam, which the designer pre
sumably does not want.)

But as was seen in the previous chapter, an in
stantaneous stop would mean an infinite negative
acceleration, hence, an infinite torque. These things, 
however, are just not possible. What actually does 
happen, is that each of the colliding bodies, the cam 
and the block, try to alter their respective velocities 
to conform to that of the other. They ultimately 
succeed. The length of time this "getting together" 
takes, and the forces that are generated during this 
process depend on such factors as the stiffness, 
inert.ia, and impact velocities of both bodies and, 
to a lesser extent, upon the frictional and drive 
torques which are acting on the bodies during the 
collision. It seems a little strange to have to say 
"to a. lesser extent" about something as tangible as 

strikes the block and output motion ceases. (The
SOienoid, of course, has to be de-energized soon 
enough to let the block return to the interference 
fsition before the cam completes its first revolution,

only one turn is desired.) Not a very elegant
lllechanism, but it does produce intermittent motion,and it is very simple.

The torque-time curve for the control cam of this 
�apement is shown in Fig. 3-2. When the block is 
'lthdrawn, the motor produces a torque on the cam
and shaft, and these members then will move (with 
:�eadily increasing velocity). \Vhen the cam strikes 

e re-positioned block, however, it must stop in-

a drive force, but most practical drive forces are so 
small in comparison to actual impact forces that they 
have little influence on impact duration times or 
peak forces. 

The impact forces that are generated in collisions 
of this type get to be extremely high, even in small,
lightweight instruments driven by what appear to
be relatively weak drivers. In most machine appli
cations, in fact, the forces that are generated as the
bodies struggle to conform to each other's desires 
are so high as to deform the bodies. Once this hap
pens, however, we are dealing with elastic body 
mechanics instead of rigid body mechanics. 
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stalled ca.m 

motor 

Dra.wing Courtnv of J,lACHINE DESIGN .�{Q,{}(Mine; Nao. 11, 1968 

Fig. 3 -1. Simple electro-mechanical intermittent motion 
mechanism. 

time 

Fig.3 -2. Torque-versus-time curve for the cam of Fig.3 -1. 

The motions of machine bodies and the forces 
which they exert on each other, as well as the internal 
stresses within the bodies, are all modified by the 
fact that the bodies are now deforming as they 
operate. Each link in a mechanism train behaves like 
a spring; storing, releasing, and dissipating energ1/
Designers have found from experience that if they 
try to treat the bodies o.s pure springs for compu
tational purposes, they will get into all sorts of 
complications and confusions. In most design situ
ations it is sufficient, instead, to find a substitute 
"model" for the body which is easier to understand 
than a pure spring and which is easier to handle 
from a theoretical standpoint. One of the most useful 
of such models is called the quasi-static model. 

owtp1.1t 

s 
D,-owino (L</1) courl<IJI of MACHINE DESIGN Mooo,ine; Dec.-"• 1966: 

p. U1§ 

Fig. 3 -3. (Left) Inverse escapement. (Right) A quasi-statio
model of the same mechanism. 

The Quasi-Static Model 

Machine members can be thought of as rigid 
bodies connected by small springs, as shown in Fig.
3 3. The masses in  this model are assumed to be-
perfectly rigid and to obey all of the laws of rigid
body mechanics. All elasticity of the machine mem
bers is assumed to lie in small springs that connect 
the rigid masses together. Mathematicians call this 
a quasi-static model of elastic bodies and find it verY 
useful in approximating the performance of elastic 
bodies in actual design situations. 

In the official quasi-static model the springs are 
assumed to be linear; that is, if the forces acting 
on the springs are doubled, their deflection is dou· 

http:owtp1.1t
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bled. They are also assumed to be "perfect" springs, 
which means that no energy is lost within the spring 
as it deforms. This latter is necessary in order t.o 
simplify the equations used to study such bodies. 

However, where an approximate understanding
only, is sufficient, the fact that some energy is lost 
during every collision or interaction between two
members of a machine can be assumed. As in the 
model in Fig. 3 -3, therefore, each of the various 
machine links is taken to be rubbing on a frictional 
surface as it moves. These fictitious surfaces do not
confine the motion of the linkage; they merely remind 
US that energy is being lost within or between these
various elements of the machine as they perform
their jobs.

For completeness, i t  should be added that engi
neers have built other elastic body "models" found 
to be more accurate for certain situations than the 
quasi-static model. One of these, for example, take3 
account of the fact that permanent deformation of 
one or both bodies ean occur during certain types 
of impact. It is desirable of course, to avoid perma
nent deformation of machine members and thus, I 
think that particular model can safely be ignored. 

The positive area under the torque-time curve of 
Fig. 3 -2 is: 

Tdrive X tdrl� = 0.5 ft-lbs X 1 sec 
or 0.5 ft-lb-sec. In order for the block to stop t.he 
cam it must exert sufficient torque for sufficient 
time on the cam to produce a negative torque-time 
area equal to the positive torque-time area as was 
seen when studying the finger-pushing-a-block case 
in Chapte: 1. 

A stopping time of 10 milliseconds has been as
sumed, then as a first approximation, merely divide 
the positive area of the torque-time curve by the 
stopping time to get the average stopping torque. 

Positive area = Negative area 
or: 

Drive torque X Drive time 

= Stopping torque X Stopping time 
or: 

• 

Another model assumes that the sprinb'S connecting 
the bodies are not normal springs, but have nonlinear 
characteristics; the force required to deflect the 
spring is not just a linear function of the deflection. 
This situation is clearly beyond the scope of this 
text, and besides, the point is to get approximate 
Understanding and not exact answers, in any case. 

Using the Quasi-Static Model 

First, let us see how t.o usc the quasi-static model 
to estimate the torque exerted on the cam when it 
Strikes the block in Fig. 3-1. Assume that the motor 
exerts a net drive torque of 0.5 f t -lbs on the cam, 
�nd that it takes the cam one second to complete 
tts first revolution. Assume also, that a limit switch, 
set next to the block, turns off the motor the instant
the cam strikes the block to avoid complicating the
calculation with drive forces. As will be seen later, 
t�is is not a bad assumption since the impact forces 
11'111 he much higher than the drive forces. 

Assume next that the cam is brought to rest by 
the block in 10 milliseconds. This is not a bad 
�Sumption in a typical machine design impact; but 
�ter on, shorter and longer times will also be con
s1dered. Finally, assume that the inertia of the cam, 
�am shaft, motor rotor, and everything else being 
rought to a stop by the block is 0.5 slug-ft•. 

Stopping torque = 50 ft-lbs (average) 

This is not a very good approximation, however, 
because i t  assumes that the stopping force is constant 
during the entire stop. The quasi-static model sug
gests that during the collision the surfaces of the 
bodies act like springs. The foot is that it takes a 
very long, soft spring to produce a "flat rate" that is 
independent of deflection. As most springs deflect, 
the force required for further deflection increases. 
And, of course, most machine members are very
stiff; they have very high spring rates and resist 
deflection vigorously. A tiny deformation (fractions 
of a thousandth of an inch) requires extremely high 
forces (thousands of pounds) in actual designs in
volving "rigid" bodies. 

If it is assumed that the actual deformation of the 
cam and block of Fig. 3 -1 involves stiff, linear
spring-rate members as suggested by the quasi-static 
model, then the build-up of stopping force as a 
function of time will be sinusoidal as in Fig. 3-4, 
rather than a "square wave" as in the initial as
sumption when constant torque was assumed during
the entire stop.

Note that the torque-time curve is sinusoidal, not 
triangular. l\1ost designers think of springs as pro
ducing triangular curves-and, indeed, they do pro
duce triangular torque. (or force) versus displacement 
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curves. But the torque-time curve for a. linear spring 
is always sinusoidal. 

The block must still produce the same average 
50 ft-lbs of torque if the cam is to be brought to rest 
in ten milliseconds, however. If the relationship be
tween the average and peak values for one-quarter 
cycle of the sine wave is known, a. factor of proportion 
can be found that will allow an estimate of the actual 
peak force that is a little more accurate than was 
found at first. This factor of proportionality turns 
out to be about 0.63. (This can be determined graphi
cally by drawing one quarter of a sine wave and com
puting its average height above the horizontal axis.) 
The peak torque during the impact now appears 
to be: 

Average torque 50 ft-lbs -,.1,, ax. torque = 
0.63 0.63 

Max. torque = 79 f t -lbs 

or approximately 80 ft-lbs. And all of this has been 
generated by a ½ ft-lb driver acting for only one 
second on a ½ slug-ft1 cam. Now it can be seen why 
it was quite safe to ignore drive torque when calcu
lating stopping torque. 

The cam has now been brought to rest in the 
process. However, the small spring assumed to exist 
between the colliding surfaces has been "loaded." 
Since it is assumed that the bodies are elastic, the 
motion stops only for an instant. The spring will 
now push back on the cam as it unloads, completing 

the sinusoidal curve started during the first half of 
the collision (Fig. 3-5). In other words, the cam 
bounces off the block. If the bodies were fully elastic, 
the cam would rebound with a velocity equal (but 

-..,,-' -........---- 1.0 J.01 
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Fig. 3 -5. Detail: complete einueoidal torque-versus-time 
curve for the mechanism of Fig. 3-1. 

opposite) to the ,eloeity it had upon colliding with 
the block. In actual machine design situations, how
ever, the rebound velocity "'ill be only a small per
centage (perhaps 10 or 20 percent) of the initial 
velocity; the rest of the impact energy will be lost 
in internal and external friction during the collision 
(and the final portion of the curve in Fig. 3-5 would 
be altered to reflect this). 

\Ve seem to be getting closer to an "exact solution" 
for the maximum stopping force in this case; but it 
must be remembered that we started with the arbi
trary assumption that the cam was brought to rest 
by the block ten milliseconds after they touched. If 
the actual time was 100 milliseconds (which is prob
ably longer than the impact times involved in most 
machine body collisions) the peak torque wou'.d be 
only 8 ft-lbs. If, on the other hand, the cam were 
brought to rest in one millisecond (which is in the 
ballpark for some machine collisions), the peak 
torque iri this same situation would be 800 ft-lbs: 
Thus, the initial assumption of an impact-duration 
time has a large bearing on the "answer" obtained. 
But, hopefully, the graphical process has provided 
some insight, at least, into what is important and 
what is not. 

: 1 
Another Point of View 

Sometimes we do not know what forces or torques 
average torque-c -1 produced the motion of impacting bodies, nor for 

how long such forces were acting. All we have are 
experimental data on the relative velocities of the 

peak torque - bodies (in the previous example this would be the 
velocity of the cam) prior to impact. Since we knowFig. 3--4. Detail: average torque versus peak torque for the 

mechanism shown in Fig. 3-1. that impacting bodies can be treated as quasi-static 
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models (rigid bodies connected by linear springs), 
we also know that the velocity of the body ,vii i  
decrease from its initial or start-of-collision value to 
zero, sinusoidally. It is possible, therefore, to draw 
an angular velocity-versus-time curve while once 
again assuming a stopping time of 10 milliseconds. 
And once a velocity-versus-time curve is established,
the techniques of Chapter 2 can be used to derive 
an acceleration curve by graphical differentiation; 
and then a torque curve can be computed by multi
plying the acceleration curve by the inertia of the 
cam (and the rest of the load brought to rest at the 
same time). If coordinate values for acceleration and 
torque are expressed in terms of the initial angular 
velocity of the cam (w,), the stopping time (At), 
and the inertia of the cam and load (l,L) , the peak 
torque is then expressed as: 

l.LW.Max torque = At(0.63) 

Where 0.63 is still the ratio between average and 
peak torque for one quarter of a sinusoidal curve. 
:�s shows that, in general, the magnitude of col
lision forces is enlarged by increases in: 

1. The inertia of colliding bodies 
2. The relative velocity of colliding bodies 
3. The stiffness of colliding bodies (stopping 
times are shorter for stiffer bodies). 

If energy is lost during the collision, impact forces 
are reduced. This might seem strange at first, but 
again, the forces are generated in an attempt by the 
�wo bodies to conform t-0 each other's velocity upon 
impact; and should some of their total kinetic energy 
be lost in the process, they can conform more readily. 
�or this reason, dampers; bumpers; dash pots; fric
tion; etc., can often make intermittent motion de
Vices run more smoothly.

The quasi-static model does not automatically 
allow us to find exact values of collision times and 
forces then, but it does help us improve our approxi
lllations and our understanding. 

The Quasi-Static Model and High Speed 

The quasi-static model of an elastic body has been 
��d to study the torque produced during the col
�1?n of two machine members; an impact situation. 
._his model, however, is not limited to design prob-

!ems involving impacts. It can be used to analyze 
Genevas or cams as readily as escapements or 
ratchets. However, i t  i s  only necessary to use it 
when the forces generated in a machine are large 
enough to cause elastic deformation in the various 
links and structure of the machine. This happens 
at surprisingly low velocities in certain types of 
intermittent motion mechanisms such as ratchets' .mterrupted gears, escapements, etc., and at much 
higher velocities in all mechanisms, including the 
best cam systems. 

Spring Rates for Machine Linkages 

A more accurate determination of force and stress 
levels in intermittent motion mechanisms might be 
had if an estimate could be made of the relationship
between force level and deformation of the body
surfaces during a collision; or in other words, if it 
were possible to estimate the rate of the spring
assumed to exist between the colliding masses in the 
quasi-static model. 

Some experimenters have found that it is possible 
to determine a force-deformation relationship
through experiments with the actual bodies in so
called static testing apparatus. Such apparatus has 
to be capable of generating very high forces and 
measuring very small motions, but it does exist. 
Spring rates determined this way can be used to 
estimate some impact forces. In very high-speed 
machinery, however, spring rates obtained by these 
methods do not appear to be useful. Bodies appear 
to be significantly stiffer at high-impact velocities 
than they do at low-impact velocities. Everyone
must have heard of straws that have been imbedded 
in trees by tornadoes. At low velocities the straw 
would crumble long before i t  would penetrate a 
piece of wood, but at extremely high velocities such 
penetration does, in fact, occur. We do not, of 
course, deal with velocities of this sort in most 
machine design situations, but those working on the 
frontier of machine speed and performance may have 
difficulties should they try to predict exact force 
levels using spring constants determined statically .  

VIBRATION 

Vibration of Elastic Bodies 

We cannot deal intelligently with elastic bodies 
without having some feeling for the principles of 
vibration. Just as everything concerned with elastic 
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body mechanics, this is an extremely complex sub
ject. However, I feel that an understanding of a few 
basic principles ,�ill be sufficient to provide a better 
feel for the problems and performance of inter
mittent motion mechanisms. The principles of this 
section cannot be used to determine vibration fre
quencies or amplitudes of a specific design situation,
but hopefully, enough information is included to 
allow for an approximate guess about what is going
on and what can be done to improve a design if 
improvement is required. 

Ch. 3 

displacement 
of hand 

displacement 
of block 

Fig. 3-7. Motion of a mass-spring with very slow input 
displacement (exciting frequency much lower than the reso
nant frequency). 

displacemenr 
of hand 

I 
time 

displacement 
of block-

Fig. 3--6. Hang a pen from an elastic band f:<> stud
)'. 

the 
mot.ion of a mass-on- a - spring as you read the section on vibra
tion. Use a lightweight elastic band. 

The Block on the Spring-Forced Undamped 
time 

Vibration 

To begin, the motion of a block that is hanging 
from a spring should be studied. The upper end of 
the spring will be moved up and down at various 
speeds, thus affecting the block. To help visualize 
the situation, I suggest you assemble a pencil and 
elastic band (or a block on a spring) as shown in Fig. 3-8. l\fotion of a mass-spring at the resonant fre
Fig. 3-6. The elastic band should be a fairly soft one. quency. 
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If you move your hand up and down very slowly, 
the block will follow the motion of the hand exactly, 
moving up and down by the same amount (ampli
tude) and at the same time (same frequency and 
same phase as in Fig. 3-7) .  

As you start to move your hand up and down more
rapidly (higher frequency), you ";n notice that the 
b!ock begins to move through a wider and wider
displacement. Eventually, a frequency of input will 
be reached that causes the block to go through an 
exceedingly large amplitude of motion; and it will
then take only a very little motion of the hand to
keep the block going. This is called the resonant
frequency o f t  he spring mass system (block on spring)
that is being shaken. The block and hand are still 
moving with the same frequency but the amplitude 
of motion of the block is much greater than the 
�mplitude of motion of the hand (Fig. 3-8). There 
18 also a phase change. It is hard to deteet, but the 
block is lagging the hand by one -quarter "wave
length" of the input frequency.

If you continue to move your hand more rapidly _(still higher frequency) you find that the motion of
the block dies down and, in fact, that you can move 

displacement 
of hand 

time 
-..+4---H-+-�i+-+.H+-t--

displacement 
of block. 

time 

Fig. 3-Q. :\lotion of a mass-spring with very rapid input
�Olton (exriting frequeincy much greater than the resonant 
requency). 

s 
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frequency of hand motion 
divided by resonon I f req_i,ency 

of block and Jpring 
Fig. 3 -10. Curve showing the motion of an undamped

mass-spring aa a result of various inputs. 

your hand at some very high frequencies which the 
block just won't follow at all. The motion of the 
block becomes less than the motion of the hand 
(Fig. 3 -9). The block too, incidentally, now lags
the hand by one-half wavelength. 

If the ratio of the amplitude of displacement of 
the block over the amplitude of displacement of the 
hand versus a ratio of the frequency with which the 
hand is moved up and down divided by the resonant 
frequency of the spring mass system is now plotted, 
a curve such as that shown in Fig. 3 -10 will result. 
This curve illustrates the forced, undamped vibration 
of a simple spring-mass combination (forced, because 
in each case the hand kept the block moving at a 
frequency determined by the hand). All this should 
be tried; it is a very informative experiment for 
people who ,yant to understand vibration and it 
only takes a few minutes to do. 

Machine Vibrations 

At first glance, the motion of the block seems to  
violate our old friend F = ma, especially at the 
resonant frequency point. The displacement of the 
hand is small and constant, yet the motion of the 
block becomes more and more agitated. If the force 
exerted on the spring by the hand could be measured, 
however, it would be found that this force gets
stronger as the amplitude of displacement of the 
block increases. If graphs could be derived for ac
celeration, velocity, and displacement, as before,
they would show that the displacement does, indeed, 
become increasingly large as time progresses. This 
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same phenomenon happens in a machine if it is 
driven at a resonant frequency. A small, repetitive 
input can produce increasing displacement, distor
tion, forces, and stresses in the machine until, as in 
some instances, the machine destroys itself. 

The resonant frequency of a spring-mass system is 
proportional to the square root of the spring rate 
divided by the block's mass, or: 

fR = .!_ /K
21r '1� 

J.\,fost machine members have a very high spring 
rate, as has already been seen. They also have a 
significant mass, but the spring rate is so high that 
the resonant frequency of a normal machine linkage 
is extremely high (thousands of cycles per second is 
probably a typical number). Nevertheless, in very 
high-speed systems, resonant problems can indeed 
be encountered; and, of course, in machines involving 
actual springs with relatively slow rates, resonant 
problems can develop at quite low frequencies. 

Forced Damped Vibration of a Mau-Sprln g 
Combination 

The vibrating spring-mass system described is es
sentially an "undamped" system; meaning a system 
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Fig. 3-11. Motion of a lightly damped spring-mass at the 
resonant frequency. 
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Fig. 3-12. Motion of highly damped spring-mass at the 
resonant frequency. 

in which there are no energy losses. There are, of 
course, slight energy losses in the spring as well as 
other losses caused by the friction of the air on  the 
block, but there is not enough damping to alter 
significantly the motion of the block. In most ma
chine design situations, there is quite a bit of friction 
present, not only in spring losses and air friction, 
but in bearing friction, slide friction, internal energy 
losses, etc. And in many designs devices called 
"dampers" are introduced, to produce energy loss 
and alter the performance of the machine. Figure 
3-11 shows what fluid or viscous damping will do 
to a resonant spring-mass combination. Again, it is 
assumed that the hand is moving up and down to 
shake a small block mounted on the end of a spring, 
but in this case, the block is fastened to the piston 
of an oil-filled dashpot. 

Figure 3 -12 shows another damped block. This 
time, the viscosity of the damping fluid has been 
increased. It now takes quite a bit of motion of the 
hand, even at the resonant frequency of the block
spring, to cause detectable motion in the block. Note 
that in every case the frequency of oscillation is the 
same as the forcing frequency (frequency of the 
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hand motion)o. Only amplitude and phase are changed 
by damping and/or the relationship between reso
nant frequency and forcing frequency. 

Dampers 

We have seen how the motion of the block is sup
Pressed by fastening it to a dashpot. Experience 
Proves that this will happen, but we would probably
be in trouble if we had to specify a certain amount 
of damping for a particular design situation. \Vhat 
do vibration experts mean by damping roefficient or 
damping c01Ultant and how could one of these be 
Illes.sured in an actual design situation? 

A damper is a device that acts to retard the motion 
of the mechanism to which it is attached, by pro
ducing a force which opposes this motion. There are 
two kinds of dampers that work by dissipating 
energy: 

l. Frictional damping: Friction forces, of course, 
oppose the motion of moving parts. This force 
is generally independent of the relative velocity 
of the parts involved-it is constant once motion 
has started. It is dependent on contact forces, 
surface finish, lubrication, and the properties of 
the materials involved. Friction is not normally 
used to damp vibrations because it almost in
variably leads to wear, but damping is often a 
side benefit of that friction we have been unable 
to eliminate from our designs. Friction damping 
is also called coulmnb damping. This kind of 
damping is always the dominant form of damp
ing at low velocities (as moving bodies approach 
the rest condition) and low stress levels. 

2. Viscous damping: A true viscous damper 
produces a force which is proportional to the 
relative velocity of the moving parts and the 
damper. You can see the effect for yourself if 
You try to move a paddle through oil or water. 
If you move the paddle slowly there is little 
resistance to motion. Try to move it rapidly, 
however, and you encounter a sudden increase in 
resistance (generally proportional to the square 
of the velocity of the paddle). It is this property 
of the viscous damper, its dependence on ve
locity, which makes it so useful as a vibration 
damper. 

Viscous dampers are rated in terms of a 
damping constant which is determined by the 
following expression: 

F = Cv 

oil 

oil . . . 

Fig. 3 - 13.  Dashpot damper; resis� linear motion in the 
direction shown by the broken arrow. The piston must be a 
loose fit in the cylinder. 

where: F = force; lbs 

C = damping constant: lb-sec/ft 

v = velocity; ft/sec 

This will be better understood by looking at an 
example. 

Dashpot 

A dashpot, in its simplest form, is an oil-filled 
cylinder in which moves a sliding shaft and a piston. 
The outer end of the shaft is connected to the 
machine whose motion is to be damped. The faster 
one tries to move the shaft, the greater its resistance 
to motion. (See Fig. 3-13.) 

If it takes two pounds of force to move the shaft 
six inches in 20 seconds, the damping constant is 80 
lb-sec/ft, and is found as follows: 

. Distance 0.5 ft •
Velocity = . = -- = 0.020 ft/sec

Time 20 secs 

F 2 
C = - = - - = 80 lb-secs/ft 

V 0.025 

To change the damping constant of the dashpot, 
increase or decrease the viscosity of the oil, or the 
size or configuration of the piston. Adding holes in 
the piston, for example (so that the oil can pass 
from one side to another more easily as it moves), 
will decrease the resistance of the piston to motion. 

Rotary dashpots are also widely used to reduce 
vibrations. Damping will be discussed further in 
subsequent chapters, but we now have nearly enough 
information to finish the discussion of basic vibration. 

Critical Damping 

For every spring-mass system there is some degree 
of damping that is considered "critical." As will be 
seen in a later section, if a single shock or blow is 
applied to a spring-mass system it will usually oscil
late for awhile, but the oscillations will gradually 
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die away because some sort of damping is always
present. As the damping is increased, the oscillations 
die away more rapidly. In fact, above some level of 
damping, the mass will not oscillate at all, but will 
merely go through a portion of one cycle of motion 
before returning to its initial position. (See Fig.
3 - 17.) Critical damping is that degree of damping
which causes the mass to return to rest in the shortest 
possible time without oscillation. The critical damp
ing coefficient, C. can be found by applying the 
equation: 

C. = 2-VKm 

where: K = spring rate of the spring; lbs/ft 
m = mass; slugs 

Note that "damping coefficient" only refers to 
viscous dampers; it is not used to define coulomb 
or internal damping. 

Forced Vlbrotlons-Summary 

Now a set of curves can be drawn that summarizes 
the performance of the block and spring under 
various forcing frequencies and damping conditions. 
(See Fig. 3 - 14.) Each curve is for a different damping
factor, which is defined as: 

Damping constant of actual 
. _ damper used with spring-massDampmg factor - C . . .1 dampmg coeffi .nt1ca c1ent 

for same spring-mass 

As the stiffness of the dashpot or other damper used 
is increased, a lower curve to predict performance of 

s
,:! ,,,, ,: 0 

"' 

z 3 

3 1----lll-l�- -1  -- - -- ----1- --1-

f1e9wency of hand motion 
divided by reJonant frr'l�ency

of block and Jpring 

Fig. 3 -14. Complete set of motion curves for damped and 
undamped spring-mass systems. 

/ 

Fig. 3-15. Relationship between motion curves and the 
various mass-spring experiments of Figs. 3 - 7  through 3-12-
(A} Fig. 3 -7:  Input frequency much lower than the resonant 
frequency; (B} Fig. 3-8: Undamped motion at the resonant• 
frequency; (C) Fig. 3 -9:  Motion at high-input frequency;
(D} Fig. 3-11; Light damping at the resonant frequency; 
(E} Fig. 3 - 12: Heavy damping at the resonant frequency. 

the spring-mass would have to be used. Again,
damping factor, like critical damping, is used only
to describe viscous dampers.

Figure 3 - 15 shows the same set of curves as Fig.
3 -14, but the block-spring-hand drawings have been 
superimposed on the curves to relate the previous
experiment to the curves. Note that damping is 
really effective only near the resonant frequency of 
the spring-mass. At higher and lower frequencies
the curves all run together, regardless of degree of 
damping. 

Free Vlbrotions-Shock Excitation 

In all of the cases considered so far, we have dealt 
with a steady or repetitive input. This is calledforced 
vibralion. The hand continuously moved up and 
down while the motion of the block was studied. In 
many machine situations, especially those involving
intermittent motion mechanisms, the inputs are onlY 
momentary. A machine link is subjected to a sudden 
shock, for example. Again, using our hand-spring-
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lllotion. (See Fig. 3 -17.) 
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rnass-dashpot system to illustrate the situation, Fig. 
3-16 shows what might happen. The hand is moved 
up and down once, then stops. The block again
vibrates sinusoidally, but this time with a decreasing 
amplitude. The frequency of vibration in this case 
depends upon the degree of damping present. If 
damping is light, then the frequency of the block is 
found by the expression: 

f = !NVl - cl 

\Yhere: f = damped frequency of vibration of the 
block-spring 

/N = undamped resonant frequency of the 
same block-spring 

= damping factor (ratio of actual to critic1 
cal damping). 

di �placemen r 

of hand 

time 

displacement 
of block. 

•,_ .r- exponential decay 

time 

r Fig. 3-16. �lotion of spring-mass to single-shock input with 
tght viscous dam ping. 

\�ith critical or larger than critical damping there 
�1•111 be no oscillation at all. The block will return to 
its original p:isition with what is known as aperiodic 

If damping is light, the rate at which the motion
of the block dies away is determined by the amount 
of damping present. If energy loss occurs only inside 
the spring and through air friction, the block might 
:emain in motion for several seconds. If the motion18 supprrssed by a viscous damper, however, its
lllotion will cease very rapidly, the displacrment de
�reasing exponrntially with time, as shown in  Fig.
-16. If a friction dam!)('r is usrd, as in Fig. 3 -18, 

the decay is linear and the frequrncy of vibration is 

displacement 
of hand 

time 

di.splacernent
of block. 

time 

Fig. 3 -17. l\fotion of spring-mass to single-shock input with 
critical viscous damping. The response to heavy viscous damp
ing is similar to this, but the block will take longer to return 
to its original position. 

equal to the undamped resonant frequency of the 
block, regardless of the amount of damping present. 

The amplitude of motion of the block will depend 
upon the exact motion of the hand that hns excited 
it. If the hand mo"'.es through a cycle whose duration, 
or period as it is called, is equal to the duration of 
one cycle of the block and spring at resonant fre
quency, the block's motion will be more extreme 
than if the hand moves slowly or very rapidly, with 
respect to the resonant frequency. The response of 
the block to a "square wave" motion of the hand 

di �placement 
of 1-iand 

time 

'•,( linear decay 

time 

Fig. 3-18. �lotion of spring-mass to single-shock input with 
friction damping. Compare with Fig. 3 -16. 

displacement 
of block, 
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displacement of ho.11d 

time 

di splacemen r 
of blo,k, 

linear decay 

rime  
Fig. 3-19. Motion of a spring-mass to a single-step input 

with friction damping. Compare with Fig. 3 - 18. 

will be different from that to a "sinusoidal" motion 
of the hand, although in all cases, the general motion 
of the block will be a sinusoidal motion decreasing 
in amplitude, with time. 

The maximum acceleration in the block for single 
inputs of this kind is usually about two times the 
acceleration of the input. The acceleration can be 
much greater than twice, for repeated inputs, if 
they occur at a frequency which tends to excite 
resonant motion in the block. 

Free Vibrations-Step Excitation 

A slightly different situation is shown in Fig. 3 -19. 
The hand moves upward once but remains in the 
higher position. The block moves upward also, mov
ing farther than the hand, then oscillating, with the 
oscillations again dying away. The block will finally 
come to rest with a change in displacement equal to 
the change in displacement of the hand. The illus
tration shows this situation with coulomb damping. 
With viscous damping the oscillations would decrease 
exponentially. In fact, everything said about free 
vibrations also would apply to this new situation; 
only the final displacement is different. 

This situation will again be encountered when we 
discuss stepping motors. Figure 1 4 -31, for example, 
shows the displacement-versus-time of a stepper that 
isdamped. It is the same "curve" as that in Fig. 3-19. 

Coupled Oscillators 

There are not many one-link machines, so the 
single block on a single spring, while helpful, must 
be expanded if we are to understand the vibrations 

of actual designs. In Fig. 3 - 20, therefore, two blocks 
are connected by three springs to each other and to 
the ground. This is a good quasi-static "model" of 
a two-link, elastic body mechanism. 

If the top block (M,) is moved up and let go,
oscillations will be produced in the blocks as shown / 
in Fig. 3 - 20. Block M,, for example, v,ill vibrate 
with an amplitude that keeps changing, getting peri
odically larger and smaller as shown in the sketch. 
Its frequency of vibration ·will depend up:>n the 
rates of the three springs in the system. The fre
quency with which its amplitude increases and de
creases ·will depend upon the various resonant fre
quencies of the spring-mass combinations in the 
system. This change in amplitude frequency, inci
dentally, is called the "beat frequency" of the block 
M2, and is a funcCon of the difference between the 
resonant frequency of one of the oscillators in the 
system and the resonant frequency of the others. As 
shown in Fig. 3-20, block M, will vibrate in a fashion 
similar to M2, but out of phase with M1. In general,
the motion of coupled oscillators can be found by
graphically adding the motions each spring-mass pair
would have as a separate isolated oscillator. 

If this were a machine, and the hand that moved 
111, were the input drive crank, we can see that it 
might have some difficulty in driving block 1112; at 
least the motion of M2 appears to bear very little 

displacement 
of M1 

K, 

M1 

displacement 
of M2 

KJ 

Fig. 3 -20. Motion of coupled oscillators following single
shock displacement of block M ,. If damping were present (it 
always is, in practice) these oscillations would die aw&Y 
rapidly following a pattern similar to Figs. 3-16, 3 - 17, or 
3-18. 
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,;ve have used a pen, hanging from an elastic 
band, to study vibration. The principles revealed by 
these experiments, however, definitely apply to the 
practical world of machine design, as is proven by 
the acceleration curves shown in Fig. 3 -22. Here we 
see the smooth acceleration curves produced by 
high quality cams (see Fig. 8 -5, Left, for example) 
modified by the elasticity of the machine. The pen
on-a.-rubber-band should help the designer under
stand the changes that must be made in a machine 
to reduce the amplitude of vibration to a tolerable 
level. 

IMPACT 

lmpad and Intermittent Motion 

A really good understanding of elastic body me
chanics can never be achieved until we understand 
impact or what happens during a collision between 
machine members. Throughout this book the attempt 
has been made to determine collision forces, duration 
times, and impact effects by using primarily graphi
cal methods. A real understanding of impact, how
ever, also involves such things as the simultaneous 
handling of the conservation of momentum and the 
conservation of energy; all very difficult to do 
graphically. Probably, it is not really necessary to 
describe these factors for a working understanding 
of intermittent motion devices, but some readers 
may prefer to have them explained. Therefore, for 
those who wish to know more, the following discus
sion on impact has been included. Although the 
treatment is mathematical rather than graphical, 
the mathematics involved ha.� been kept to a mini
mum and very likely, most readers will be able to 
follow the discussion. The article is mainly verbal 
and tries to show exactly what happens during im
pacts, why exact "answers" are difficult to obtain, 
and how to maximize or minimize the effects of 
impacts to solve machine design problems. 

Basic Concepts 

Important properties involved in the study of im-
pacting bodies include: 

Velocity v1 (Body I) ; vz (Body 2) 
Mass m1, m2 
:Momentum (m,v,), (m2v2) 
l(inctic energy ( m,v,2/2), ( ?1hV22/2) 

Velocity and momrntum arc vector quantities and 
must have proper signs. Conventionally, travel to-

ward the right is assigned a positive value; trave· 
toward the left, a. negative value. 

Sequential steps in a. collision between two elastic 
spheres are shown in Fig. 3 -23. In the first two 
frames, the bodies arc approaching each other, each 
aimed at the center of gravity of the other. In the 
next few frames, the bodies meet and start to push / 
each other. Each deforms under the (equal and 
opposite) forces exerted by the other. During this 
period, part of the original kinetic energy of each 
body is converted to potential or "spring" energy
within the two bodies, and part is converted to 
heat within the bodies. The remainder of the original 
energy is neither lost nor converted; the two bodies 
remain in motion during the entire impact process.
By the fifth frame, the compression phase of the 
impact is over. The bodies are now traveling with a 
common velocity toward the left. 

In the next three frames, the bodies return to their 
original shttpes (if they are sufficiently elastic). Some 
of the potential energy they have stored is recon
verted to kinetic energy. Some additional energy is 
lost as heat. This is called the "extension" phase of 
the impact. In the final frame, the bodies are again
traveling their separate ways. Their individual masses 
have not changed, but each has a new velocit.y, a 
new momentum, and a new kinetic energy. Part of 
the original system energy has been lost, and the 
rest has been redistributed between bodies. 

- v, C> 0 

Vi - 6 

* 
/ m, m� 4= = 0 

7
2 � 4-

0 0 0 0 

�- 83 4= 0 c:, 0 

• 
94 ·-

0 0 0 0 

5 
10 ) -.. 

0 0 
0 0 

Drawings t:ourte,u of .-lfACHINE DESIGN Moqo.:int; Mov 9. 1968:
pp, /66-/71 

Fig. 3 -23. Simulated motion picture of an impact between 
two spheres. 
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The velocity of each body, following the collision, 
can be determined by solving the simultaneous equa
tions of momentum and energy. These equations are 
given below, in their general form; the signs used 
for each velocity term would have to be chosen 
carefully to  reflect a specific situation, such as the 
collision illustrated in Fig. 3-23. If you follow the
sign conventions suggested in Chapter 2 you should
have no problem. 

1. The change in momentum in Body 1 equals
the change in momentum in Body 2 :  

(3-1) 

where vi' and i·2' nrc the respective velocities 
after impact. Xott> that in this case v1 is positive
but 1•,1

, l'2 and i·2' are nrgative. 

2. Total system energy before impact equals
total systrm energy after impact plus energy
lost during impact (Q) : 
m,v,2 m2v22 m,(vi')2 m2(v2')2 

(3-2)2 + -2- = 2 + 2 + Q 

These equations can be solved only if the amount
of energy lost during the impact can be determined.
It is common to express the lost rnergy as a function
of the relative velociti<•s of Body 1 with respect to
Body 2, before and after impact, since these velocities
can sometimes be measured experimentally. The
ratio (1·2' - i'l')/(v1 - i•2) is called the coefficient of 
restitution, K. Energy loss, Q, can be solved from: 

m,m2
Q = ½(l - K2) - -- (v1 - v2)2 (3-3)

m, + m2 
In a perfectly elastic collision (no energy loss),

the coefficient of restitution equals unity; in a per
fectly inelastic collision, K equals zero (all energy
converted to body deformation is lost). All system
energy is not lost in the latter case, however, since
the two bodies can still be in motion after the
Collision. 

Other commonly used equations give the velocity
f each body following the collision and can be de_rived by algebraic manipulations of Equations 3-1,

3-2, and 3 -3 :  

1 m,i•, + m2i·2 - K1112(v, - v2)
V1 == --- - - - -- -- - (3-4)m1 + 1112 

And the expression for the energy the system must 
lose (in single or multiple impacts) before the col
liding bodies will move together as one, with a 
common velocity, is :  

(3 -3a) 

Determining Energy Loss 

l\.fost textbooks imply that the coefficient of resti
tution and, therefore, impact energy loss, is merely 
a function of the materials involved in the collision. 
True, lead and most plastics, for example, convert 
more impact energy to heat and distortion than do 
elastic materials such as hard steel or ivory. But 
materials are only one of many factors that de
termine energy loss in an actual collision between 
machine members. 

The shape of colliding bodies also affects the 
amount of energy lost during an impact. Other 
things being equal, a block will not bounce as high 
as a ball. Particularly important is the shape of the 
actual contact area. If the block lands on a corner 
and the corner deforms, the energy loss is increased 
further. (See Fig. 3 -24.)

Impact velocity also has an effect onthe coefficient 
of restitution and energy loss. At typical machine 
velocities, the apparent coefficient of restitution d e 
creases only slightly (slight increase in energy loss) 
as impact velocity is increased. At higher velocities, 
even elastic bodies deform permanently on impact,
and a larger percentage of energy is lost. At still 

2 + K1111(f1 - r2)111,v, + 11121· Fig. 3 - 24. The coeffitient of re.!'titution depends on the 
shapes of colliding bodies as well as on their materials. A 

, 
(3 -5)

1111 + 1112 sphere will bound higher than a block, for exnmple. 

0 
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Fig. 3 - 25. The coefficient of restitution also depends upon 

collision velocities, or the a.mount of kinetic energy involved 
in the collision . Gla.ss has a very high coefficient if only light 
impacts are involved. 

higher impact energies, one or more of the bodies 
may fracture. (See Fig. 3 - 25.) 

Glass is a very elastic material at low-impact 
velocities. Its behavior at higher velocities is well 
known. Under certain conditions, a high-velocity 
shell punches a hole in heavy armor plate that looks 

cam 

Drou:ing co�rtt•v of .\/AC/II.VE DESIG.V .llaatuint; .\lov 9, 1968; 
pp. J6S-11i 

Fig. :3 - 26. Energy is lost as the follower (J) slides in its 
�upporting block and on the cam. This loss appears to be a. 
decrease in the coefficient of restitution. What is the coefficient 
of restitution now? 

like the hole a small bullet makes in a windowpane
This is the principle of armor-piercing shells. At 
lower velocities, the shell only dents the armor 
(plastic deformation); and at still lower velocities, it 
bounces off. 

Sliding friction can cause the loss of a considerable 
amount of impact energy if the bodies move past
each other during the collision. In the mechanism 
shown in Fig. 3 - 26, for example, energy is dissipated
between the cam and its axle, between the cam and 
its follower, and between the follower and its frame 

L 

• 

Drawing courteev of .\I ACHI.VE DESIGN .\fOQtUint; Mov 9, 1968: 
pp, J86-J71 

Fig. 3-27. Energy is stored in spring S, and link L, and is 
ultimately lost. 

during impact of the follower on the cam. These 
losses subl ract from the total system kinetic energY
just as effectively as do internal material losses. M 
far as bounce is concerned, the follower will behave 
as if it were made of lead instead of steel, if frictioll 
losses are great enough. 

Vibrations caused by impact are another source of 
energy loss. This is one of the main reasons that 
body shape affects the apparent coefficient of rcsti· 
tution. \Vhcther vibration energy is returned to the 
system us kinC'tic energy or is dissipated as heat 
within the bodil'S or in the frame of the machine, 
depends upon modes of vibration, type and locatioOS 
of supp:>rts and constraints on the bodies, body con· 
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figurations and materials, and "timing" of the vi 
bration cycles with respect to the motion of the 
bodies themselves. Exact calculations are extremely 
complicated. In the device shown in Fig. 3 - 27 major
vibrations would occur at the spring and the link or 
Vertical �rm. 

Consideration of the several factors that affect 
energy losses points to the conclusion that it would 
require a major effort and considerable experimental
data to determine actual energy loss in collisions 
between real-life machine members. Only rarely can 
exact solutions be obtained for the basic momentum 
and energy equations. These equations can be used, 
however, to determine design directions and, there
�ore, to minimize or maximize the various effects of 
10\Pact even without exact numerical values for such 
things as impact forces, times, or velocities. 

The Impulse Concept 

Impulse is defined as the product of a force acting 
on a body, and the time during which the force 
acts. In mathematical terms, if P is impulse: 

P = Ft (3-6) 

!f the forc.e is constant during the collision (which 
it almost never is, in a machine), and 

P = J' F dt (3-7) 

and time. If the time is very short, the force must 
be very large. In Fig. 3-28A, for example, the 
hammer is stopped suddenly by a heavy anvil. The 
force is tremendous. In the plot of force-versus-time' 
the area under the curve is equal to the change in 
momentum in the hammer. (Fig. 3 - 28, B.)

If the same hammer strikes a thin, narrow plate 
of steel, Fig. 3 - 28C, it is stopped only after a much 
longer time has elapsed. The blow is cushioned, and 
the impact forces are much lower than those pro
duced by the anvil-even though the impulse pro
duced by both "stops" is the same. (Areas under 
both curves arc equal, Fig. 3 - 28, B and D.) 

If the shape of the impulse curve or even the exact 
area under the curve could be determined for a given 
collision, velocities of the colliding bodies following 
a collision could be calculated without having to 
predict or measure the energy lost during the col
lision. In other words, the impulse expression (Equa
tion 3-8), is a "substitute" for Equations 3 - 1  and 
3 - 2. Unfortunately, however, it is just as difficult 
to predict impact forces as it is to predict .impact 
energy losses. Impact forces during both compression
and extension phases of the impact must be de
termined to produce a plot of force -versus-time, and 
these forces depend upon many factors in addition 
to the momentum of the colliding bodies. For ex
ample, impulse forces increase with an increase in 
the spring rates (force divided by displacement pro
duced by that force) of the bodies involved in the 

Impulse also causes a change in momentum in a 
body: 

J' F dt = m1v1 - m1v1' (3 -8) ,. 
l\·lany scholars believe this equation was the original 
f?rm of Newton's famous equation, F = ma. Equa
tion 3-8 is also the mathematical statement of the
Law of Conservation of Linear Momentum. This 
�quation can be used to show why momentum is 
�nserved in the collision of the two spheres in Fig.

23. During impact, the spheres exert equal and 
�PPosite forces on each other for equal times. There
ore, they produce equal impulses on each other. 

�his results in equal changes in momentum in each 
ody. What one loses, the other gains, and momen

tume· 1s "conserved" in the system. 
nCollisions produce very high forces in a machine. 

emoving the momentum from a heavy hammer, 
for example, requires an impulse-a product of force 

to 

impact. 
Unfortunately, spring rate is a function of many 

of the things that affect energy loss-body materials, 
body shapes, impact energy, and velocity levels
and thus, cannot be predicted accurately. Static tests 
to measure spring rate have been found to be par
ticularly misleading. In any event, spring rate might
be considered a measure of the rapidity with which 
the bodies can generate force. The stiffer the body,
the quicker its response to an impact and the higher 
the impact force. The anvil has a much higher spring 
rate than the steel strap in Fig. 3 - 28D. 

Impulse forces are also affe.cted by energy losses 
during collision. It may take a high force to deform 
a body during the compression phase of an impact, 
but the body may not return this force during the 
extension phase ( thereby reducing the total impulse). 

Forces generated in an impact are usually ex
tremely high. Effects can be seen in high-speed 
photographs of baseballs or golf balls being distorted 
by impact "1th a bat or club. If such distortions 
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Drawings C'.Ourtttll of MACHINE DESIGN Mcaoa.zine; Ma11 9, 1968: pp. 186-171 

Fig. 3-28. Impact from a hammer can be stoppeci rapidly by an anvil (view A), or slowly by a 8pringy metal strip (view D), 
Areas under both force-time curves are equnl for equal hammer blows, but maximum stopping forces and stopping t-imes differ, as 
shown in views B and C. 

were produced with static forces, tons of force would 
be required. Yet these forces can be produced with 
a bat or club weighing only a few pounds. Because 
impact forces are so largr, thr forcPs produced on 
the colliding bodirs by such factors as body weight , 
drive springs, or magnetic fields during the impact 
can usually be ignored. 

Translation Plus Rotation 

Collisions betwern translating bodirs aimed at the 
center;; of gravity arc hard enough to predict nu
merically, hut the situation is mad<' more complex if 
one or more of the bodi(•s is rotating before or after 
the collision. 

If two rotating bodies collide so as to produce only 

a change in rotation in each, their motion can be 
described by equations which are the exact analogues 
of the basic linear equations. Inertia replaces mass, 
angular velocity replaces linear velocity, and torque 
replaces force. The impulsr, momentum, and energY 
equations are: 

J' 'T dt = l1w1 - l1wi' (3-9) 

l1w1 - l1w1' = l2w,,' - l2u--i ( 3 -10) 
½I1w12 + ½l2w,,2 = ½/1w1'2 + ½l2w,,'2 + Q (3-11) 

and energy loss is: 

(3-12) 
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o O  

. Fig. 3 - 29. Linear momentum is not necessarily conserved; neither is angular momentum. Linear momentum can be convertedinto angular momentum as shown here, or vice ven;a, to conserve total momentum in the system. 

Unfortunately, rotary impacts rarely involve only 
a change in rotation. In fact, even translational col
lisions are seldom aimed so perfectly at the centers 
of gravity that they cause changes only in linear 
tnotion. In most actual cases, a mixture of linear 
and rotational motion· is involved. For example, if a 
translating body strikes another at some point other 
than the center of gravity, part of the initial kinetic 
energy is converted to rotational kinetic energy,
Fig. 3 -29; the rest goes to translational kinetic 
energy or is Jost through internal friction, defor
mation, external friction, vibration, or heat, as with 
the translating bodies considered earlier. 

The basic momentum, energy, and impulse equa
tions become more complex to  account for this ad
ditional degree of freedom of the colliding bodies: 

(3- 13)  

J' T dt = l2w,i - l2w,i' (3-14) ,. 

J'F dt = m1v1 - m1v1' = '/l½V2' - m2v2 (3-15)'• 
½m1v12 + ½m2!'22 

"" ½m1v1'2 + ½m2v2'2 + ½l1wi'2 + ½l2w-z'2 + Q (3-16) 
Ir a colliding body is mounted on bearings, it is 
�nable to translate "·hen struck. Additional energy
18 lost as the body responds to the blow. By the same 
token, a body confined by slides, Fig. 3 -30, loses 
energy if struck along a line that does not pass 
through the center of mass, because it cannot rotate.
l'o reduce wear and hea-t in the constraints, all im
Pacts should be along a line through the center of 
gravity and parallel to the slide surface. 

Rotary bearing reactions can be almost eliminated 
if the rotating body is struck at a point called the 
"center of percussion," Fig. 3 -31. Some bearing
reactions, of a small order of magnitudcJ, occur- even 
when rotary bodies collide at their centers of per
cussion, but the large reactions are eliminated. There 
is a different striking point, or center of percussion, 
for ewiry bearing location in the body, with one 
exception: there is no center of percussion corre
sponding to a bearing through the center of gravity 
of the body. Therefore, striking a wheel always 
produces bearing reactions. 

The center of percussion exists only for rigid 
bodies where the coefficient of restitution is the main 
influence on impact energy loss. If th1: body can 
acquire significant vibrational energy, Fig. 3-32, it 
will not behave as a body struck at the center of 
percussion. There will be bearing reactions and frame 
and vibration losses. 

( () () J - - § 
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Drawino court,.,, of MACHINE DESIGN .\l(J(Ja,ine; May 9, 1988; 
1>1>, 166-HI! 

Fig. 3-30. A great deal of energy will be lost in bearings 
and slide mounts if impact.s arc not directed through the 
centers of gravity of colliding bodies. m, is the ma..ss of the 
sliding member; I, and I, the moments of inertia of the rotat
ing members. 
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pp. 166-171 

Fig. 3-31. Relationship between center of �ravit.y (cg), and 
center of percussion (cp). F is a force; L, and L, distances 
from the center of rotation; and m and / the mass and moment 
of inertia of the link. 

F 

I>rau-i,10 courtt111 of .lf A.Clll SE DESJG.V .lfaoo.:i,1e; .1Jay 9, JOOS: 

pp, /I);';-/';;! 

Fig. :i-12. A non-rigid bod,·, subject to internal energy
losse$, hiLs

:
no center of percussion. Any applied force, such ns 

F, will cause bearing react ions, 

Conservation of Momentum 

:\·lost designers have been carefully schooled in 
the theories or conservation of momentum. We know 
that linrnr momentum is consrrvrd wh<>n two flying
bodies strike each other. \Ve expect, therefore, to 
find that angular momentum is conserved when two 
rotating machine bodirs collide. The sum of the 
angular momentums in the two bodi<'s bPforc col· 
Jision, should then be the same as the sum of angular 
momentums after collision. However, this is not the 

+ F-F  

R 

Drawing courtuv of .ll. .tC/11 .VE DES[G.V .l(aoa,:int; .llav 9, tOfJ8: 
PP- uu-al 

Fig, 3 - 33. Anguhr momentum is not conserved in a col· 
lisiori between rotating bodies striking nt unequ:\l radii (r nnd 
R). The forres ( +F :ind -F), produced by such a collision, 
nre equal nud opposite; the torques are not. 

cnsc. To sec why, consider the rotational analogue
of the linPnr impulse mom<'ntum C'quntion. This 
might bt' called the Law of the Conservation of 
Angular :\lomentum. 

Angular impulse rquals change in angular mo· 
m<'ntum: 

j' T dt = j' FR dt = l1w1 - l,wi' (3-17) 
to to 

This law says that nn cxtC'rnal impulse is rcquirrd 
to chang<' the momt•ntum in n body, and this is 
alwa�·s tnw. In thP lin<'ar cast', it was shown th,1t 
tilt' impuls<'s <'X<'rt<'d by two colliding bodi<'s on rach 
other w<'rc <'qual, nnd that mom<'ntum was, there· 
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fore, conserved during internal impacts in a linear 
system. Rotating bodies in collision exert equal and 
opposite forces on each other for equal times, just
as translating bodies do. (See Fig. 3 - 33.) But unless 
the rotating bodies have equal radii, these forces 
Produce unequal torques. Different torques, acting
for the same time, produce different angular i m 
�ulses and, therefore, different changes in momentum
in the two bodies. What one gains, the other does 
not necessarily lose, and angular momentum is not 
conserved. 

Actually, of course, each body experiences bearing _reactions during the impact (or shortly thereafter 1£
the bodies are struck at their centers of percussion). 
As a result of impact, therefore, the frame (Earth)
exerts torque on the two-body "system." Only by 
taking this torque into account could the total change
in angular momentum of either body be rigorously 
e:tplained. Since bearing reactions are nearly im
Possible to calculate, this can seldom be done. And,
in fact, there is really no such thing as a Law of
Conservation of Angular Momentum; there is only
the Law of Conservation of (Total) Momentum,
Angular and Linear. 

As a result of all this, a useful analogue of the
basic two-body momentum expression (Equation 
3-1) can be written only for a few special cases.
For example, if the bodies have radii R1 and Rt and
the collision is purely tangential, the momentum 
equation can be written: 

I1w1 - I1wi' l2W21 
- l2W2- ( 3 -18) 

R1 R2 

The coefficient of restitution used in the corre-
8Ponding energy equation should probably be based 
0n the change in relative tangential velocities of the 
two bodies. Actually, the original coefficient becomes
!ess meaningful as the impact becomes more complex;
•t is more important to worry about energy loss
than about K. 

When an impact involves both radial and tan
ential velocities, the energy and momentum equa_ng

tions are further complicated because more than one 
COefficient of restitution is involved. In general, the
linear and rotational impulse equations (3-13
through 3-16) must be solved for each body.

In summary, collisions between two rotating or 
rotating and translating bodies involve the same
Uncertainties of force level and energy loss as do
Pure translational collisiont<, but th<'y are further 
complicated by the final distribution of energy be-

tween rotational and translational modes and brcausr 
angular momentum is apparently not corn,<>rved 
during impacts brtwe<>n two rotating machin<> m<>m
bers. The presence of bearings or other constraints 
must also be taken into account. 

Multiple Impact 

Impact between two machine mrmbers almost 
:i.lways consists of more than one collision. This 
seriously complicates the prediction of motion and 
energy losses. Figure 3-34 shows a large spring
driven link striking a smaller one. Obeying the equa
tions, the striker pauses, or rebounds, while the 
small link flies away from the point of impact. The 
spring driving the large link soon stops the reverse 
motion, and again starts the large link moving to
ward the small link. (Rebound kinetic energy has 
been converted to potential energy in the drive 
spring, then reconverted to kinetic energy in th<.> 
forward direction.) The driver again catches the 

impact 

(b) loa.d jumps 
�� ahead -
� e 

�(1rt 

PJ 
dnver 

rebo-wnds 

second actimp

Drowinq courlt�V of .AIACIJINE DESIGN Jlago.tinr: .'1011 9, 19GB: 
J>p, 166 -172 

Fig. 3-34. Impact between ma.chine elements usually con
sists of more than one collision. A different amount of energy 
is lost each time, 
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pp. 166-111 

Fig. 3-35. Collisions involving several bodies are nearly 
impossible to calculate. 

coasting small link and restrikes it. The rebound
stop-return-restrike process is repeated. 

A typical impact involves three or more collisions 
before the two bodies finally move together as one. 
Some energy is lost in friction (internal and external), 
vibration, distortion, and bearing reactions with each 
blow. Since each blow takes place at a different i m 
pact energy level (or impact velocity) and with 
different contact geometrics ( more friction loss oc
curs in the second contact than in the first, for 
example), a different percentage of energy is lost 
each time. To calculate final velocities and impact
forces and times, energy losses or impulse forces 
would have to be predicted for each collision. This 
is essentially impossible, even when only two bodies 
arc involved. 

l\Iultiplc collisions per impact. is not the worst 
problem. !\•lore than two bodies arc usually involved 
in most machine collisions, as seen in Fig. 3-35. 

Each is struck, moves forward, strikes the next,
rebounds to be restruck, moves ahead again to rein
force the next or to be itself struck by the next 
which is rebounding, after having struck the third, 
etc. J\.1any collisions occur between link pairs until 
the whole train moves forward together. The action 
cannot be predicted accurately. 

Maximizing or Minimizing Impact 

Sometimes, impact effects must be minimized to 
reduce contact forces, extend bearing life, or reduce 
bounce. Other applications require maximizing of 
impact effects to develop a high force with a small 
body (a type,1Titer key, for example). Or it may be 
necessary to use impact to transfer energy quickly
from one body to another. Although the impa,ct 
equations cannot real'y be solved, they can be used;
along with a general knowledge of impulse, energY
losses during impact, and location of center of per·
cussion to determine desirable design directions. 

For example, suppose it is necessary to maximize 
the kinetic energy delivered to a struck body (�),
in a linear impact. Equations 3 - 1  through 3-5 verify
the design directions that are somewhat intuitive: 
maximize the impact velocity and the mass of the 
striker ( m1). 

Fig. 3 - 36. The golfer's paradox. 
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Table 3-1. How to Control lmpad 

MinimizeIn order to . . .  Maximize Comments 

first decide which set of rotary equations to use. 
Gsually, the simplest set (3-9 through 3-12) will 
give sufficient insight if their limitations are kept in 

mind. To maximize final kinetic energy in a rotary 
impact, it would be necessary to maximize the inertia 
and angular velocity of the striker, maximize K, 

maximize the ratio li/I2, and minimize 12/([1 + /2) .  

Also, both bodies should be made reasonably rigid 

11,, I: 

.· x1rn1ze 

:llinimize rebound velority of 
S!tiker (111 1 or I1) J-, 

K 

ms should have minimum nega-
t.ive velocity when struck. '.'.Iaximizc velocit,· of struck m, I, m,

body (m, or /,) after impact Q, m, + m,' I, + I,K, -, [' Pn1V1t l1w1 
mt 2 Strike m, at cg. Strike I, a t  cp. 

Reverse of above :llinirnize velocitv of struck 
body (m2 or I2) ;fter impact 

Might be important in a switch-
ing relay.

'.'.Iinimize time required for two 
bodies to start moving as one 

v,), (c.>iK, (v1 -

1n1V1, f1w1, ?llt, I,Q, 1111 
, 

I, + I,+ m, 

:liaximize impact force (F) 

:liinimize impact force (F)-
'.\[it,imize rotarv-beari• ng reaction 
forces 

'.'.linimize slide-bearing reaction

forces 

'.\Jaximize energy Joss during
1tnpact (Q) 

-
'.\[' . .: m,m,ze energy loss during 
unpact (Q) 

K, spring rate of bo th bodies, Q 

m1v1, 1ntV2, I,w1, Itwt 

Reverse of above 

K, body spring rates, Q frame stiffness, /w's, 
clearances 

K, body spring rates, Q frame stiffness, llfv's, 
clearances 

K, stiffness of bodies and 
·m1: 12 , I , 

, 1 111V s, W s, constrain ts 
m1 + m2 /1 + I, 

(v, - v,), (w, - w,), 1., m, 

Reverse of above 

Useful in printer design. 

Reduces stress, strain, wear. 

Strike e.11 bodies a t  cp. Reduces 

stress, strain, wear. 

-Strike sliding bodies a t  cg. Re 

duces stress, strain, wear. 

Used to convert kinetic energy
to deformat.ion energy in a 
forging operation. 

Strike sliding bodies a t  cg, 
rotat-iog bodies a t  cp . 

w,), Q, m., /1 m, should be at rest or moving
toward m1• 

rebound velocity of (v1 - v,), (w, -
striker (m, or /1) m, 1, 

1 1 K, Vi, W11111 + m, I, + I, 

(v1 - v,), (w1 - w,), ms should be a t  rest or movingQ, mi, Ii, ti, c-11 ' away from m1•m, 
m, + m,' I, + 1,' 

Another 1·cquir<'mcnt may be to mm1m1ze the
en(•rgy lost during the collision. If m1 is the mass 
of the strik<'r, and 1112 is the mass of the struck body,
then this can be accomplished by maximizing the 
coefficicnt of restitution and by minimizing the mass _ratio m2/ (m, + m2). Final v<'locity 1·2' produced in 1112 can be incr<'ased by mnximizing the rntio 111,/1112. 

To accomplish the same rt'stilts in a rotary impact, 
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to reduce vibrational losses, and collisions should be 
made to occur at the centers of percussion of both 
bodies to minimize frame losses. 

In more complex rotary collisions, more complex 
equations are usually needed to refine the first as
sumptions. Equations 3 -13 through 3 -16 often can 
be used to handle such situations. 

Table 3-1, may help the designer determine which 
way to go to produce desired results. 

The Paradox of the Golfer 

Impact can produce "impossible" forces, as anyone 
who has ever seen high-speed pictures of the impact 
between golf club and golf ball can attest. Calcu
lations and measurements indicate that the contact 
time between ball and club is approximately one-half 
of a millisecond and that the average force is 1500 
lbs during this interval. This means that the maxi
mum force is closer to 2,000 or 2,500 lbs; and all of 
this generated by a man who weighs perhaps 200 
lbs and a club weighing a few ounces, Fig. 3-36. 

In addition, Newton has assured us that whenever 
we apply a force to a thing, the thing applies an 
equal and opposite force to us. If the man and his 
club produce a force of 2,000 lbs on the ball, then 
that little 1 ½-inch diameter plastic and rubber sphere
simultaneously must be applying a force of 2,()()()
lbs on club and man! And indeed it is. How can this 
be? Surely a force of 2,000 lbs is enough to throw 
the man all the way back to the clubhouse. \Vhy does 
only the ball move? The answer, of course, lies in 
the fact that the impulse (force-times-time) applied
to the man is too small to move him; at least for 
any distance. He is a large mass with considerable 
internal damping and is virtually unaffected by this 
"collision" with a small elastic body. By the same 
token, many machine members are not affected bY 
repeated collisions t:·at generate, at first glance, 
what appear to be destructive forces. Learn how to 

predict the forces, but do not be unduly concerned 
about them. Understand the impact process and 
learn to use it and live with it. 
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	curves. But the torque-time curve for a. linear spring is always sinusoidal. 
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	Fig. 3-5. Detail: complete einueoidal torque-versus-time curve for the mechanism of Fig. 3-1. 
	Fig. 3-5. Detail: complete einueoidal torque-versus-time curve for the mechanism of Fig. 3-1. 


	opposite) to the ,eloeity it had upon colliding with the block. In actual machine design situations, however, the rebound velocity "'ill be only a small percentage (perhaps 10 or 20 percent) of the initial velocity; the rest of the impact energy will be lost in internal and external friction during the collision (and the final portion of the curve in Fig. 3-5 would be altered to reflect this). 
	\Ve seem to be getting closer to an "exact solution" for the maximum stopping force in this case; but it must be remembered that we started with the arbitrary assumption that the cam was brought to rest by the block ten milliseconds after they touched. If the actual time was 100 milliseconds (which is probably longer than the impact times involved in most machine body collisions) the peak torque wou'.d be only 8 ft-lbs. If, on the other hand, the cam were brought to rest in one millisecond (which is in th
	Thus, the initial assumption of an impact-duration time has a large bearing on the "answer" obtained. But, hopefully, the graphical process has provided some insight, at least, into what is important and what is not. 
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	Fig. 3--4. Detail: average torque versus peak torque for the mechanism shown in Fig. 3-1. that impacting bodies can be treated as quasi-static 
	models (rigid bodies connected by linear springs), we also know that the velocity of the body ,viii ase from its initial or start-of-collision value to sinusoidally. It is possible, therefore, to draw angular velocity-versus-time curve while once again assuming a stopping time of 10 milliseconds. And once a velocity-versus-time curve is established,techniques of Chapter 2 can be used to derive acceleration curve by graphical differentiation; and then a torque curve can be computed by multiplying the accele
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	Where 0.63 is still the ratio between average and peak torque for one quarter of a sinusoidal curve. :�s shows that, in general, the magnitude of colases in: 
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	�or this reason, dampers; bumpers; dash pots; fricetc., can often make intermittent motion derun more smoothly.
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	quasi-static model does not automatically w us to find exact values of collision times and ces then, but it does help us improve our approxilllations and our understanding. 
	The 
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	Quasi-Static Model and High Speed 
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	The 

	quasi-static model of an elastic body has been 
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	Ł1n of two machine members; an impact situation. ._his model, however, is not limited to desiprob
	Ł1n of two machine members; an impact situation. ._his model, however, is not limited to desiprob
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	!ems involving impacts. It can be used to analyze Genevas or cams as readily as escapements or ratchets. However, it is only necessary to use it when the forces generated in a machine are large enough to cause elastic deformation in the various links and structure of the machine. This happens at surprisingly low velocities in certain types of as ratchets
	intermittent motion mechanisms such 
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	mterrupted gears, escapements, etc., and at much higher velocities in all mechanisms, including the best cam systems. 

	Spring Rates for Machine Linkages 
	Spring Rates for Machine Linkages 
	A more accurate determination of force and stress levels in intermittent motion mechanisms might be had if an estimate could be made of the relationshipbetween force level and deformation of the bodysurfaces during a collision; or in other words, if it were possible to estimate the rate of the springasses in the quasi-static model. 
	assumed to exist between the colliding m

	Some experimenters have found that it is possible to determine a force-deformation relationshipthrough experiments with the actual bodies in socalled static testing apparatus. Such apparatus has to be capable of generating very high forces and measuring very small motions, but it does exist. Spring rates determined this way can be used to estimate some impact forces. In very high-speed machinery, however, spring rates obtained by these methods do not appear to be useful. Bodies appear to be significantly s
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	Vibration of Elastic Bodies 
	Vibration of Elastic Bodies 
	We cannot deal intelligently with elastic bodies without having some feeling for the principles of astic 
	vibration. Just as everything concerned with el
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	body mechanics, this is an extremely complex subject. However, I feel that an understanding of a few basic principles ,�ill be sufficient to provide a better feel for the problems and performance of intermittent motion mechanisms. The principles of this section cannot be used to determine vibration frequencies or amplitudes of a specific desisituation,but hopefully, enough information is included to allow for an approximate guess about what is goingon and what can be done to improve a desiif improvement 
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	Fig. 3--6. Hang a pen from an elastic band f:<> studthe mot.ion of a mass-on-a-spring as you read the section on vibration. Use a lightweight elastic band. 
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	The Block on the Spring-Forced Undamped 
	The Block on the Spring-Forced Undamped 
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	Vibration 
	Vibration 
	To begin, the motion of a block that is hanging from a spring should be studied. The upper end of the spring will be moved up and down at various speeds, thus affecting the block. To help visualize the situation, I suggest you assemble a pencil and 
	Fig. 3-8. l\fotion of a mass-spring at the resonant freFig. 3-6. The elastic band should be a fairly soft one. quency. 
	elastic 
	band (or a block on a spring) 
	as shown in 

	Figure
	Fig. 3-7. Motion of a mass-spring with very slow input displacement (exciting frequency much lower than the resonant frequency). 
	Fig. 3-7. Motion of a mass-spring with very slow input displacement (exciting frequency much lower than the resonant frequency). 


	If you move your hand up and down very slowly, block will follow the motion of the hand exactly, oving up and down by the same amount (amplitude) and at the same time (same frequency and same phase as in Fig. 3-7). 
	the 
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	As you start to move your hand up and down moredly (higher frequency), you ";n notice that the !begins to move through a wider and widerlacement. Eventually, a frequency of input will reached that causes the block to go through an edingly large amplitude of motion; and it willtake only a very little motion of the hand tothe block going. This is called the resonantency oft he spring mass system (block on spring)t is being shaken. The block and hand are still moving with the same frequency but the amplitude m
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	mplitude of motion of the hand (Fig. 3-8). There also a phase change. It is hard to deteet, but the lock is lagging the hand by one-quarter "waveth" of the input frequency.
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	n undampedng aa a result of various inputs. 
	Fig. 3-10. Curve showing the motion of a
	mass-spri

	your hand at some very high frequencies which the block just won't follow at all. The motion of the block becomes less than the motion of the hand (Fig. 3-9). The block too, incidentally, now lagsthe hand by one-half wavelength. 
	If the ratio of the amplitude of displacement of the block over the amplitude of displacement of the hand versus a ratio of the frequency with which the hand is moved up and down divided by the resonant frequency of the spring mass system is now plotted, a curve such as that shown in Fig. 3-10 will result. This curve illustrates the forced, undamped vibration of a simple spring-mass combination (forced, because in each case the hand kept the block moving at a frequency determined by the hand). All this shou





	Machine Vibrations 
	Machine Vibrations 
	Machine Vibrations 

	At first glance, the motion of the block seems to violate our old friend F = ma, especially at the resonant frequency point. The displacement of the hand is small and constant, yet the motion of the block becomes more and more agitated. If the force exerted on the spring by the hand could be measured, however, it would be found that this force getsstronger as the amplitude of displacement of the block increases. If graphs could be derived for acceleration, velocity, and displacement, as before,they would s
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	same phenomenon happens in a machine if it is driven at a resonant frequency. A small, repetitive input can produce increasing displacement, distortion, forces, and stresses in the machine until, as in some instances, the machine destroys itself. 
	The resonant fruency of a spring-mass system is proportional to the square root of the spring rate divided by the block's mass, or: 
	eq

	fR = .!_ /K
	fR = .!_ /K
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	J.\,fost machine members have a very high spring rate, as has already been seen. They also have a significant mass, but the spring rate is so high that the resonant fruency of a normal machine linkage is extremely high (thousands of cycles per second is probably a typical number). Nevertheless, in very high-speed systems, resonant problems can indeed be encountered; and, of course, in machines involving actual springs with relatively slow rates, resonant problems can develop at quite low frequencies. 
	eq

	Forced Damped Vibration of a Mau-Sprln g Combination 
	The vibrating spring-mass system described is essentially an "undamped" system; meaning a system 
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	Fig. 3-11. Motion of a lightly damped spring-mass at the resonant frequency. 
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	Fig. 3-12. Motion of highly damped spring-mass at the resonant frequency. 
	in which there are no energy losses. There are, of course, slight energy losses in the spring as well as other losses caused by the friction of the air on the block, but there is not enough damping to alter significantly the motion of the block. In most machine design situations, there is quite a bit of friction present, not only in spring losses and air friction, but in bearing friction, slide friction, internal energy losses, etc. And in many designs devices called "dampers" are introduced, to produce en
	gu

	Fire 3-12 shows another damped block. This time, the viscosity of the damping fluid has been increased. It now takes quite a bit of motion of the hand, even at the resonant frequency of the blockspring, to cause detectable motion in the block. Note that in every case the frequency of oscillation is the same as the forcing fruency (fruency of the 
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	motion)o. Only amplitude and phase are changed damping and/or the relationship between resonant frequency and forcing frequency. 
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	Dampers 
	Dampers 
	We have seen how the motion of the block is supPressed by fastening it to a dashpot. Experience Proves that this will happen, but we would probablyin trouble if we had to specify a certain amount damping for a particular desisituation. \Vhat vibration experts mean by damping roefficient or damping c01Ultant and how could one of these be ured in an actual desisituation? 
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	A damper is a device that acts to retard the motion of the mechanism to which it is attached, by producing a force which opposes this motion. There are 
	two 
	kinds of dampers that work by dissipating energy: 
	l. Frictional damping: Friction forces, of course, oppose the motion of moving parts. This force is generally independent of the relative velocity of the parts involved-it is constant once motion has started. It is dependent on contact forces, surface finish, lubrication, and the properties of the materials involved. Friction is not normally used to damp vibrations because it almost invariably leads to wear, but damping is often a side benefit of that friction we have been unable to eliminate from our desi
	gns

	2. Viscous damping: A true viscous damper produces a force which is proportional to the relative velocity of the moving parts and the damper. You can see the effect for yourself if You try to move a paddle through oil or water. If you move the paddle slowly there is little resistance to motion. Try to move it rapidly, however, and you encounter a sudden increase in resistance (generally proportional to the square of the velocity of the paddle). It is this property of the viscous damper, its dependence on ve
	Viscous dampers are rated in terms of a damping constant which is determined by the following expression: 
	Viscous dampers are rated in terms of a damping constant which is determined by the following expression: 
	F = Cv 
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	Fig. 3-13. Dashpot damper; resisŁ linear motion in the direction shown by the broken arrow. The piston must be a loose fit in the cylinder. 
	where: F = force; lbs 
	C = damping constant: lb-sec/ft 
	C = damping constant: lb-sec/ft 
	v = velocity; ft/sec 

	This will be better understood by looking at an example. 

	Dashpot 
	Dashpot 
	A dashpot, in its simplest form, is an oil-filled cylinder in which moves a sliding shaft and a piston. The outer end of the shaft is connected to the machine whose motion is to be damped. The faster one tries to move the shaft, the greater its resistance to motion. (See Fig. 3-13.) 
	If it takes two pounds of force to move the shaft six inches in 20 seconds, the damping constant is 80 lb-sec/ft, and is found as follows: 
	. Distance 0.5 ft •
	. Distance 0.5 ft •
	Velocity = . = --= 0.020 ft/sec
	Time 20 secs 
	F 2 
	C = -= --= 80 lb-secs/ft 
	V 0.025 

	To change the damping constant of the dashpot, increase or decrease the viscosity of the oil, or the size or configuration of the piston. Adding holes in the piston, for example (so that the oil can pass from one side to another more easily as it moves), will decrease the resistance of the piston to motion. 
	Rotary dashpots are also widely used to reduce vibrations. Damping will be discussed further in subsequent chapters, but we now have nearly enough information to finish the discussion of basic vibration. 

	Critical Damping 
	Critical Damping 
	For every spring-mass system there is some degree of damping that is considered "critical." As will be seen in a later section, if a single shock or blow is applied to a spring-mass system it will usually oscillate for awhile, but the oscillations will gradually 
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	die away because some sort of damping is alwayspresent. As the damping is increased, the oscillations die away more rapidly. In fact, above some level of damping, the mass will not oscillate at all, but will merely go through a portion of one cycle of motion before returning to its initial position. (See Fig.3-17.) Critical damping is that degree of dampingwhich causes the mass to return to rest in the shortest possible time without oscillation. The critical damping coefficient, C. can be found by applying


	C. = 2-VKm 
	C. = 2-VKm 
	C. = 2-VKm 

	where: K = spring rate of the spring; lbs/ft 
	m = mass; slugs 
	m = mass; slugs 

	Note that "damping coefficient" only refers to viscous dampers; it is not used to define coulomb or internal dampi. 
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	Forced Vlbrotlons-Summary 
	Forced Vlbrotlons-Summary 
	Now a set of curves can be drawn that summarizes the performance of the block and spring under various forcing frequencies and damping conditions. (See Fig. 3-14.)Each curve is for adifferent dampingfactor, which is defined as: 
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	Fig. 3-14. Complete set of motion curves for damped and undamped spring-mass systems. 
	Figure
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	Fig. 3-15. Relationship between motion curves and the various mass-spring experiments of Figs. 3-7 through 3-12(A} Fig. 3-7: Input frequency much lower than the resonant frequency; (B} Fig. 3-8: Undamped motion at the resonant• frequency; (C) Fig. 3-9: Motion at high-input frequency;(D} Fig. 3-11; Light damping at the resonant frequency; (E} Fig. 3-12: Heavy damping at the resonant freuency. 
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	the spring-mass would have to be used. Again,damping factor, like critical damping, is used onlyto describe viscous dampers.
	Figure 3-15shows the same set of curves as Fig.3-14,but the block-spring-hand drawings have been superimposed on the curves to relate the previousexperiment to the curves. Note that damping is really effective only near the resonant frequency of the spring-mass. At higher and lower frequenciesthe curves all run together, regardless of degree of damping. 

	Free Vlbrotions-Shock Excitation 
	Free Vlbrotions-Shock Excitation 
	In all of the cases considered so far, we have dealt with a steady or repetitive input. This is calledforced vibralion. The hand continuously moved up and down while the motion of the block was studied. In many machine situations, especially those involvingintermittent motion mechanisms, the inputs are onlY momentary. A machine link is subjected to a sudden shock, for example. Again, using our hand-spring
	-
	-
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	rnass-dashpot system to illustrate the situation, Fig. 3-16 shows what might happen. The hand is moved up and down once, then stops. The block againvibrates sinusoidally, but this time with a decreasing amplitude. The frequency of vibration in this case nds upon the degree of damping present. If damping is light, then the frequency of the block is found by the expression: 
	depe
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	\Yhere: f = damped frequency of vibration of the 
	block-spring 
	block-spring 
	/N = undamped resonant frequency of the 
	same block-spring 
	= damping factor (ratio of actual to criti
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	cal damping). 
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	Ł1•111 be no oscillation at all. The block will return to 
	its original p:isition with what is known as aperiodic 
	damping is light, the rate at which the motionthe block dies away is determined by the amount damping present. If energy loss occurs only inside spring and through air friction, the block might :emain in motion for several seconds. If the motionprrssed by a viscous damper, however, itswill cease very rapidly, the displacrment de
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	If a friction dam!)('r is usrd, as in Fig. 3-18, decay is linear and the frequrncy of vibration is 
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	Figure
	Fig. 3-17. l\fotion of spring-mass to single-shock input with cal viscous damping. The response to heavy viscous dampake longer to return to its original position. 
	Fig. 3-17. l\fotion of spring-mass to single-shock input with cal viscous damping. The response to heavy viscous dampake longer to return to its original position. 
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	equal to the undamped resonant frequency of the block, regardless of the amount of damping present. 
	The amplitude of motion of the block will depend upon the exact motion of the hand that hns excited it. If the hand mo"'.es through a cycle whose duration, or period as it is called, is equal to the duration of one cycle of the block and spring at resonant frequency, the block's motion will be more extreme than if the hand moves slowly or very rapidly, with respect to the resonant frequency. The response of the block to a "square wave" motion of the hand 
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	Fig. 3-19. Motion of a spring-mass to a single-step input with friction damping. Compare with Fig. 3-18. 
	will be different from that to a "sinusoidal" motion of the hand, although in all cases, the general motion of the block will be a sinusoidal motion decreasing in amplitude, with time. 
	The maximum acceleration in the block for single inputs of this kind is usually about two times the acceleration of the input. The acceleration can be much greater than twice, for repeated inputs, if they occur at a frequency which tends to excite resonant motion in the block. 

	Free Vibrations-Step Excitation 
	Free Vibrations-Step Excitation 
	Aslightly different situation is shown in Fig. 3-19. 
	Aslightly different situation is shown in Fig. 3-19. 

	The hand moves upward once but remains in the higher position. The block moves upward also, moving farther than the hand, then oscillating, with the oscillations again dying away. The block will finally come to rest with a change in displacement equal to the change in displacement of the hand. The illustration shows this situation with coulomb damping. With viscous damping the oscillations would decrease exponentially. In fact, everything said about free vibrations also would apply to this new situation; o
	

	This situation will again be encountered when we discuss stepping motors. Figure 14-31, for example, shows the displacement-versus-time of a stepper that isdamped. It is the same "curve" as that in Fig. 3-19. 

	Coupled Oscillators 
	Coupled Oscillators 
	There are not many one-link machines, so the single block on a single spring, while helpful, must be expanded if we are to understand the vibrations 
	There are not many one-link machines, so the single block on a single spring, while helpful, must be expanded if we are to understand the vibrations 
	of actual designs. In Fig. 3-20, therefore, two blocks are connected by three springs to each other and to the ground. This is a good quasi-static "model" of a two-link, elastic body mechanism. 

	If the top block (M,) is moved up and let go,oscillations will be produced in the blocks as shown / in Fig. 3-20. Block M,, for example, v,ill vibrate with an amplitude that keeps changing, getting periodically larger and smaller as shown in the sketch. Its frequency of vibration ·will depend up:>n the rates of the three springs in the system. The frequency with which its amplitude increases and decreases ·will depend upon the various resonant frequencies of the spring-mass combinations in the system. T
	M
	similar to M2, but out of phase with M

	If this were a machine, and the hand that moved 111, were the input drive crank, we can see that it 2; at least the motion of M2 appears to bear very little 
	might have some difficulty in driving block 111
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	Figure
	Fig. 3-20. Motion of coupled oscillators following singleshock displacement of block M ,. If damping were present always is, in practice) these oscillations would die aw&Y rapidly following a pattern similar to Figs. 3-16, 3-13-18. 
	Fig. 3-20. Motion of coupled oscillators following singleshock displacement of block M ,. If damping were present always is, in practice) these oscillations would die aw&Y rapidly following a pattern similar to Figs. 3-16, 3-13-18. 
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	,ve have used a pen, hanging from an elastic band, to study vibration. The principles revealed by these experiments, however, definitely apply to the practical world of machine design, as is proven by the acceleration curves shown in Fig. 3-22. Here we see the smooth acceleration curves produced by high quality cams (see Fig. 8-5, Left, for example) modified by the elasticity of the machine. The penon-a.-rubber-band should help the designer understand the changes that must be made in a machine to reduce t
	;
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	lmpad and Intermittent Motion 
	lmpad and Intermittent Motion 
	A really good understanding of elastic body mechanics can never be achieved until we understand impact or what happens during a collision between machine members. Throughout this book the attempt has been made to determine collision forces, duration times, and impact effects by using primarily graphical methods. A real understanding of impact, however, also involves such things as the simultaneous handling of the conservation of momentum and the conservation of energy; all very difficult to do graphicall

	Basic Concepts 
	Basic Concepts 
	Important properties involved in the study of im
	-

	pacting bodies include: 
	Velocity v1 (Body I); vz (Body 2) 
	Velocity v1 (Body I); vz (Body 2) 
	Mass m1, m2 
	:Momentum (m,v,), (m2v2) 
	l(inctic energy ( m,v,/2), ( ?1hV2/2) 
	2
	2


	Velocity and momrntum arc vector quantities and must have proper signs. Conventionally, travel to
	Velocity and momrntum arc vector quantities and must have proper signs. Conventionally, travel to
	-

	ward the right is assigned a positive value; trave· toward the left, a. negative value. 

	Sequential steps in a. collision between two elastic spheres are shown in Fig. 3-23. In the first two frames, the bodies arc approaching each other, each aimed at the center of gravity of the other. In the next few frames, the bodies meet and start to push each other. Each deforms under the (equal and opposite) forces exerted by the other. During this period, part of the original kinetic energy of each body is converted to potential or "spring" energywithin the two bodies, and part is converted to heat with
	/ 

	Inthe next three frames, the bodies return to their original shttpes (if they are sufficiently elastic). Some of the potential energy they have stored is reconverted to kinetic energy. Some additional energy is lost as heat. This is called the "extension" phase of the impact. In the final frame, the bodies are againtraveling their separate ways. Their individual masses have not changed, but each has a new velocit.y, a new momentum, and a new kinetic energy. Part of the original system energy has been lost,
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	Fig. 3-23. Simulated motion picture of an impact between two spheres. 
	The velocity of each body, following the collision, can be determined by solving the simultaneous equaof momentum and energy. These equations are below, in their general form; the signs used for each velocity term would have to be chosen carefully to reflect a specific situation, such as the collision illustrated in Fig. 3-23. If you follow theconventions suggested in Chapter 2 you shouldno problem. 
	The velocity of each body, following the collision, can be determined by solving the simultaneous equaof momentum and energy. These equations are below, in their general form; the signs used for each velocity term would have to be chosen carefully to reflect a specific situation, such as the collision illustrated in Fig. 3-23. If you follow theconventions suggested in Chapter 2 you shouldno problem. 
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	1. The change in momentum in Body 1 equalsthe change in momentum in Body 2: 
	(3-1) 
	Figure

	where vi' and i·2' nrc the respective velocities after impact. Xott> that in this case v1 is positive, l'2 and i·2' are nrgative. 
	but 1•,
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	2. Total system energy before impact equalstotal systrm energy after impact plus energylost during impact (Q) : 
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	These equations can be solved only if the amountenergy lost during the impact can be determined.is common to express the lost rnergy as a functionthe relative velociti<•s of Body 1 with respect to2, before and after impact, since these velocitiesn sometimes be measured experimentally. Theo (1·2' -i'l')/(v1 -i2) is called the coefficient of ution, K. Energy loss, Q, can be solved from: 
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	Q = ½(l -K) -(v1 -v2)2 (3-3)
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	a perfectly elastic collision (no energy loss),coefficient of restitution equals unity; in a pertly inelastic collision, K equals zero (all energyconverted to body deformation is lost). All systemy is not lost in the latter case, however, sincetwo bodies can still be in motion after theCollision. 
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	Other commonly used equations give the velocity
	each body following the collision and can be de
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	_by algebraic manipulations of Equations 3-1,and 3-3: 
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	And the expression for the energy the system must lose (in single or multiple impacts) before the colliding bodies will move together as one, with a common velocity, is: (3-3a) 
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	Determining Energy Loss 
	Determining Energy Loss 
	l\.fost textbooks imply that the coefficient of restitution and, therefore, impact energy loss, is merely a function of the materials involved in the collision. True, lead and most plastics, for example, convert more impact energy to heat and distortion than do elastic materials such as hard steel or ivory. But materials are only one of many factors that determine energy loss in an actual collision between machine members. 
	The shape of colliding bodies also affects the amount of energy lost during an impact. Other things being equal, a block will not bounce as high as a ball. Particularly important is the shape of the actual contact area. If the block lands on a corner and the corner deforms, the energy loss is increased further. (See Fig. 3-24.)
	Impact velocity also has an effect onthe coefficient of restitution and energy loss. At typical machine velocities, the apparent coefficient of restitution decreases only slightly (slight increase in energy loss) as impact velocity is increased. At higher velocities, even elastic bodies deform permanently on impact,and a larger percentage of energy is lost. At still 
	Figure
	Fig. 3-24. The coeffitient of re.!'titution depends on the shapes of colliding bodies as well as on their materials. A 
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	higher impact energies, one or more of the bodies may fracture. (See Fig. 3-25.) 
	Glass is a very elastic material at low-impact velocities. Its behavior at higher velocities is well known. Under certain conditions, a high-velocity shell punches a hole in heavy armor plate that looks 
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	Łupporting e cam. This loss appears to be a. ecrease in the coefficient of restitution. What is the coefficient of restitution now? 
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	like the hole a small bullet makes in a windowpaneThis is the principle of armor-piercing shells. At lower velocities, the shell only dents the armor (plastic deformation); and at still lower velocities, it bounces off. 
	Sliding friction can cause the loss of a considerable amount of impact energy if the bodies move pasteach other during the collision. In the mechanism shown in Fig. 3-26, for example, energy is dissipatedbetween the cam and its axle, between the cam and its follower, and between the follower and its frame 
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	during impact of the follower on the cam. These losses subl ract from the total system kinetic energYjust as effectively as do internal material losses. M far as bounce is concerned, the follower will behave as if it were made of lead instead of steel, if frictioll losses are great enough. 
	Vibrations caused by impact are another source energy loss. This is one of the main reasons that body shape affects the apparent coefficient of rcsti· tution. \Vhcther vibration energy is returned to the system us kinC'tic energy or is dissipated as heat within the bodil'S or in the frame of the machindepends upon modes of vibration, type and locatioOS of supp:>rts and constraints on the bodies, body con· 
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	figurations and materials, and timing" of the vion cycles with respect to the motion of the bodies themselves. Exact calculations are extremely licated. In the device shown in Fig. 3-27 majorvibrations would occur at the spring and the link or Vertical �rm. 
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	Consideration of the several factors that affect gy losses points to the conclusion that it would uire a major effort and considerable experimentalto determine actual energy loss in collisions een real-life machine members. Only rarely can ct solutions be obtained for the basic momentum and energy equations. These equations can be used, however, to determine design directions and, there
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	The Impulse Concept 
	The Impulse Concept 
	Impulse is defined as the product of a force acting a body, and the time during which the force In mathematical terms, if P is impulse: 
	on 
	acts. 

	P = Ft (3-6) 
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	and time. If the time is very short, the force must be very large. In Fig. 3-28A, for example, the hammer is stopped suddenly by a heavy anvil. The force is tremendous. In the plot of force-versus-time
	' 
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	the area under the curve is equal to the change in 
	momentum in the hammer. (Fig. 3-28, B.)
	If the same hammer strikes a thin, narrow plate of steel, Fig. 3-28C, it is stopped only after a much longer time has elapsed. The blow is cushioned, and the impact forces are much lower than those produced by the anvil-even though the impulse produced by both "stops" is the same. (Areas under both curves arc equal, Fig. 3-28, B and D.) 
	If the shape of the impulse curve or even the exact area under the curve could be determined for a given collision, velocities of the colliding bodies following a collision could be calculated without having to predict or measure the energy lost during the collision. In other words, the impulse expression (Equation 3-8), is a "substitute" for Equations 3-1 and 3-2. Unfortunately, however, it is just as difficult to predict impact forces as it is to predict .impact energy losses. Impact forces during both 
	mpulse also causes a change in momentum in a body: 
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	scholars believe this equation was the original of Newton's famous equation, F = ma. Equa8 is also the mathematical statement of the
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	What one loses, the other gains, and momen1s conserved" in the system. Collisions produce very high forces in a machine. 
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	example, requires an impulse-a product of force 
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	impact. 
	Unfortunately, spring rate is a function of many of the things that affect energy loss-body materials, body shapes, impact energy, and velocity levelsand thus, cannot be predicted accurately. Static tests to measure spring rate have been found to be particularly misleading. In any event, spring rate mightbe considered a measure of the rapidity with which the bodies can generate force. The stiffer the body,the quicker its response to an impact and the higher the impact force. The anvil has a much higher sp
	Impulse forces are also affe.cted by energy losses during collision. It may take a high force to deform a body during the compression phase of an impact, but the body may not return this force during the extension phase ( thereby reducing the total impulse). 
	Forces generated in an impact are usually extremely high. Effects can be seen in high-speed photographs of baseballs or golf balls being distorted by impact "1th a bat or club. If such distortions 
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	were produced with static forces, tons of force would be required. Yet these forces can be produced with a bat or club weighing only a few pounds. Because impact forces are so largr, thr forcPs produced on the colliding bodirs by such factors as body weight , drive springs, or magnetic fields during the impact can usually be ignored. 


	Translation Plus Rotation 
	Translation Plus Rotation 
	Collisions betwern translating bodirs aimed at the center;; of gravity arc hard enough to predict numerically, hut the situation is mad<' more complex if one or more of the bodi(•s is rotating before or after the collision. 
	If two rotating bodies collide so as to produce only 
	If two rotating bodies collide so as to produce only 
	If two rotating bodies collide so as to produce only 
	a change in rotation in each, their motion can be described by equations which are the exact analogueof the basic linear equations. Inertia replaces mass, angular velocity replaces linear velocity, and torque replaces force. The impulsr, momentum, and energY equations are: 
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	. Fig. 3-29. Linear momentum is not necessarily conserved; neither is angular momentum. Linear momentum can be convertedangular momentum as shown here, or vice ven;a, to conserve total momentum in the system. 
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	Unfortunately, rotary impacts rarely involve only change in rotation. In fact, even translational colns are seldom aimed so perfectly at the centers gravity that they cause changes only in linear n. In most actual cases, a mixture of linear and rotational motion· is involved. For example, if a nslating body strikes another at some point other than the center of gravity, part of the initial kinetic energy is converted to rotational kinetic energy,Fig. 3-29; the rest goes to translational kinetic gy or is Jo
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	The basic momentum, energy, and impulse equans become more complex to account for this adnal degree of freedom of the colliding bodies: 
	The basic momentum, energy, and impulse equans become more complex to account for this adnal degree of freedom of the colliding bodies: 
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	colliding body is mounted on bearings, it is 
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	�nable to translate "·hen struck. Additional energyas the body responds to the blow. By the same token, a body confined by slides, Fig. 3-30, loses energy if struck along a line that does not pass ough the center of mass, because it cannot rotate.reduce wear and hea-t in the constraints, all imPacts should be along a line through the center of gravity and parallel to the slide surface. 
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	Rotary bearing reactions can be almost eliminated if the rotating body is struck at a point called the "center of percussion," Fig. 3-31. Some bearingreactions, of a small order of magnitudcJ, occur-even when rotary bodies collide at their centers of percussion, but the large reactions are eliminated. There is a different striking point, or center of percussion, for ewry bearing location in the body, with one exception: there is no center of percussion corresponding to a bearing through the center of grav
	Rotary bearing reactions can be almost eliminated if the rotating body is struck at a point called the "center of percussion," Fig. 3-31. Some bearingreactions, of a small order of magnitudcJ, occur-even when rotary bodies collide at their centers of percussion, but the large reactions are eliminated. There is a different striking point, or center of percussion, for ewry bearing location in the body, with one exception: there is no center of percussion corresponding to a bearing through the center of grav
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	The center of percussion exists only for rigid bodies where the coefficient of restitution is the main influence on impact energy loss. If th1: body can acquire significant vibrational energy, Fig. 3-32, it will not behave as a body struck at the center of percussion. There will be bearing reactions and frame and vibration losses. 
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	Fig. 3-30. A great deal of energy will be lost in bearings and slide mounts if impact.s arc not directed through the centers of gravity of colliding bodies. m, is the ma..ss of the sliding member; I, and I, the moments of inertia of the rotating members. 
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	Conservation of Momentum 
	Conservation of Momentum 
	:\·lost designers have been carefully schooled in the theories or conservation of momentum. We know that linrnr momentum is consrrvrd wh<>n two flyingbodies strike each other. \Ve expect, therefore, to find that angular momentum is conserved when two rotating machine bodirs collide. The sum of the angular momentums in the two bodi<'s bPforc col· Jision, should then be the same as the sum of angular momentums after collision. However, this is not the 
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	cnsc. To sec why, consider the rotational analogueof the linPnr impulse mom<'ntum C'quntion. This might bt' called the Law of the Conservation Angular :\lomentum. 
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	Angular impulse rquals change in angular mo· m<'ntum: 
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	This law says that nn cxtC'rnal impulse is rcquirrd to chang<' the momt•ntum in n body, and this alwaŁ·s tnw. In thP lin<'ar cast', it was shown th,tilt' impuls<'s <'X<'rt<'d by two colliding bodi<'s on rach other w<'rc <'qual, nnd that mom<'ntum was, there· 
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	fore, conserved during internal impacts in a linear system. Rotating bodies in collision exert equal and opposite forces on each other for equal times, justtranslating bodies do. (See Fig. 3-33.) But unless rotating bodies have equal radii, these forces Produce unequal torques. Different torques, actingfor the same time, produce different angular im
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	Łulses and, therefore, different changes in momentumthe two bodies. What one gains, the other does necessarily lose, and angular momentum is not erved. 
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	Actually, of course, each body experiences bearing 
	Actually, of course, each body experiences bearing 
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	eactions during the impact (or shortly thereafter 1£bodies are struck at their centers of percussion). As a result of impact, therefore, the frame (Earth)exerts torque on the two-body "system." Only by ng this torque into account could the total changeangular momentum of either body be rigorously ined. Since bearing reactions are nearly imPossible to calculate, this can seldom be done. And,fact, there is really no such thing as a Law ofervation of Angular Momentum; there is onlyLaw of Conservation of (Tota
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	As a result of all this, a useful analogue of thec two-body momentum expression (Equation can be written only for a few special cases.example, if the bodies have radii R1 and Rt andcollision is purely tangential, the momentum equation can be written: 
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	coefficient of restitution used in the correPonding energy equation should probably be based change in relative tangential velocities of the bodies. Actually, the original coefficient becomesmeaningful as the impact becomes more complex;
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	_nare further complicated because more than one ent of restitution is involved. In general, theand rotational impulse equations h 3-16) must be solved for each body.
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	summary, collisions between two rotating or ating and translating bodies involve the samertainties of force level and energy loss as translational collisiont<, but th<'y are further cated by the final distribution of energy be
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	tween rotational and translational modes and brcausr angular momentum is apparently not corn,<>rved during impacts brtwe<>n two rotating machin<> m<>mbers. The presence of bearings or other constraints must also be taken into account. 

	Multiple Impact 
	Multiple Impact 
	Impact between two machine mrmbers almost :i.lways consists of more than one collision. This seriously complicates the prediction of motion and energy losses. Figure 3-34 shows a large springdriven link striking a smaller one. Obeying the equations, the striker pauses, or rebounds, while the small link flies away from the point of impact. The spring driving the large link soon stops the reverse motion, and again starts the large link moving toward the small link. (Rebound kinetic energy has been converte
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	Fig. 3-34. Impact between ma.chine elements usually consists of more than one collision. A different amount of energy is lost each time, 
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	Fig. 3-35. Collisions involving several bodies are nearly impossible to calculate. 
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	coasting small link and restrikes it. The reboundstop-return-restrike process is repeated. 
	A typical impact involves three or more collisions before the two bodies finally move together as one. Some energy is lost in friction (internal and external), vibration, distortion, and bearing reactions with each blow. Since each blow takes place at a different impact energy level (or impact velocity) and with different contact geometrics ( more friction loss occurs in the second contact than in the first, for example), a different percentage of energy is lost each time. To calculate final velocities an
	l\Iultiplc collisions per impact. is not the worst problem. !\•lore than two bodies arc usually involved in most machine collisions, as seen in Fig. 3-35. 
	Each is struck, moves forward, strikes the next,rebounds to be restruck, moves ahead again to reinforce the next or to be itself struck by the next which is rebounding, after having struck the third, etc. J\.1any collisions occur between link pairs until the whole train moves forward together. The action cannot be predicted accurately. 


	Maximizing or Minimizing Impact 
	Maximizing or Minimizing Impact 
	Sometimes, impact effects must be minimized to reduce contact forces, extend bearing life, or reduce bounce. Other applications require maximizing of impact effects to develop a high force with a small body (a type,1Titer key, for example). Or it may be necessary to use impact to transfer energy quicklyfrom one body to another. Although the impa,ct equations cannot real'y be solved, they can be used;along with a general knowledge of impulse, energYlosses during impact, and location of center of per·cussion 
	gn 

	For example, suppose it is necessary to maximize the kinetic energy delivered to a struck body (Ł),in a linear impact. Equations 3-1 through 3-5 verifythe design directions that are somewhat intuitive: maximize the impact velocity and the mass of the striker ( m1). 
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	first decide which set of rotary equations to use. Gsually, the simplest set (3-9 through 3-12) will n mind. To maximize final kinetic energy in a rotary impact, it would be necessary to maximize the inertia and angular velocity of the striker, maximize K, 2/([1 + /2). Also, both bodies should be made reasonably rigid 
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	to reduce vibrational losses, and collisions should be made to occur at the centers of percussion of both bodies to minimize frame losses. 
	In more complex rotary collisions, more complex equations are usually needed to refine the first assumptions. Equations 3-13 through 3-16 often can be used to handle such situations. 
	Table 3-1, may help the designer determine which way to go to produce desired results. 
	The Paradox of the Golfer 
	The Paradox of the Golfer 
	Impact can produce "impossible" forces, as anyone who has ever seen high-speed pictures of the impact between golf club and golf ball can attest. Calculations and measurements indicate that the contact time between ball and club is approximately one-half of a millisecond and that the average force is 1500 lbs during this interval. This means that the maximum force is closer to 2,000 or 2,500 lbs; and all of this generated by a man who weighs perhaps 200 lbs and a club weighing a few ounces, Fig. 3-36. 
	In addition, Newton has assured us that whenever we apply a force to a thing, the thing applies an equal and opposite force to us. If the man and his club produce a force of 2,000 lbs on the ball, then that little 1 ½-inch diameter plastic and rubber spheresimultaneously must be applying a force of 2,()()()lbs on club and man! And indeed it is. How can this be? Surely a force of 2,000 lbs is enough to throw the man all the way back to the clubhouse. \Vhy does only the ball move? The answer, of course, lies 
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